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Abstract

This paper describes a model of the goal-driven
learning process by which novice UNIX users ac-
quire UNIX expertise. Transcripts indicate that
one way users acquire knowledge about UNIX
commands is by planning to achieve UNIX-
related goals, having these plans fail, and then
trying to explain and repair these failures. This
process gives rise to numerous questions, or
knowledge goals, which themselves require plan-
ning, execution, failure explanation, and repair.
We model this process with a variant of case-
based planning that has been extended to explic-
itly represent and plan for knowledge goals and
include them in the planning process. This pa-
per presents this model and provides an overview
of its implementation.

1 Introduction

Our interest is in modeling the incremental
learning process by which novice UNIX users
become UNIX experts. Transcripts show that
they learn by making mistakes, such as executing
the wrong command, and then trying to under-
stand why those mistakes occurred [7, 8]. These
transcripts make clear that this process is both
failure-driven [13, 14, 15, 11, 2] and goal-driven
[10, 6]: user planning failures cause users to ask
themselves numerous questions and to explic-
itly plan to find out answers to these questions.
In particular, these users execute plans, observe
and record their effects, try to explain those ef-
fects, and then try to repair plans or modify goals
based on those explanations. But unlike most

models of the planning process [2, 4, 1], they not
only execute plans to achieve domain goals but
also to find answers to questions that arise dur-
ing planning, such as which plan is appropriate
for a goal, why a plan had a particular effect,
whether a particular condition holds, and so on.

Figure 1 is an example of a novice UNIX user
struggling to remove a file that turns out to be a
non-empty directory. The user starts off know-
ing only that "rm" is the command for removing
files, and winds up knowing that "rm" doesn’t re-
move directories and that "rmdir" only removes
non-empty directories.

The user’s learning is driven by questions that
arise from trying to achieve the goals of remov-
ing a file and removing a directory and from
trying to explain why the plans tried for these
goals failed. The user starts with the goal of re-
moving a file, which gives rise to the question
"What’s the plan for removing a file?" The user
recalls that the plan is to use the "rm" com-
mand and executes this plan. That results in an
unexpected effect: the message "rm: junk is a
directory." That, in turn, gives rise to the ques-
tion "Why did this effect occur?" The expla-
nation the user forms is that the error message
resulted because "rm" failed to remove "junk",
and that’s because "rm" can’t remove directo-
ries and "junk" is a directory. This potential
explanation gives rise to the questions "Is ’junk’
a directory?" and "Was ’junk’ removed?" The
user then executes the "is -1" command to try to
answer these questions. As a result of confirming
this explanation, the user revises his original goal
to the more specialized goal of removing a direc-
tory named "junk" and runs through a similar
process to try to achieve this new goal.

This paper describes our model of this learn-
ing process. At its heart, it extends case-
based planning [2, 4] with question-driven text-
understanding techniques [9, 19]. The model
has been implemented in the QUACK program
(QUestion-driven ACquisition of UNIX Knowl-
edge) and has been applied to learning about
several of the basic UNIX file manipulation com-
mands.
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[%] rm junk
rm: junk is a directory
Why did I get this message? Because "rm" can’t remove directories? Was ’~unk" removed? And was it a
directory ?
[X] zs-z

drw-r--r-- I student users 1048 Dec I 17:13 junk
.°.

So "junk" is a directory and it was not removed. What is the command to remove a directory?
[%] man -k remove

rm, rmdir (1) - remove (unlink) files or directories
°..

"~radir" is the command to remove a directory.
[%] rmdir junk
rmdir: junk: Directory not empty
Does "rmdir" require the directory to be empty? Was "junk" not empty ?
[%] :re .iu~-~
Zogin, ba.k cshrc .bah
How can I remove a non-empty directory? I have to mal~e it empty and then use "rmdir’. I can melee it
empty by removing each of the files in it.
IX] cd j.~
[%] rm logln.bak
[%] rm cs1~’c.ba1~
Now the "junk" directory should be empty.
[%] zs
The "junk" directory is now empty.
[%] ca..
[%] rmdir junk

Figure 1: A sample session of a user trying to remove a file.

2 User Learning As Case-
Based Planning

The user’s session in Figure 1 superficially fits
well into the case-based planning paradigm [2, 4].
Given a goal or combination of goals, a case-
based planner searches memory to find a plan
that satisfies as many active goals as possible,
executes the plan, determines whether the plan
failed by checking whether its observed effects
achieve the goals or conflict with other goals,
detects the source of the failure by construct-
ing a causal chain of the steps and effects that
lead to it, and repairs the plan by applying re-
pair strategies associated with different classes
of planning failures. This user recalls that using
"rm junk" is the command for removing "junk",
executes "rm junk", determines that it did not

remove the file "junk", detects that the source of
its failure is that the file is really a directory and
"rm" cannot remove directories, repairs the plan
by discarding it and using the "rmdir" command
instead.

There are, however, several devils in the de-
tails of trying to model UNIX learning as case-
based planning. First, the user may be unaware
of all plan effects immediately after its execution.
Instead, the user may execute additional plans
to determine its effects and whether it succeeded
or failed. For example, the only explicit effect
of the user’s executing "rm junk" is the message
"junk is a directory". The user infers that "rm"
did not remove the file and then confirms this in-
ference by executing "ls". Second, the user may
execute various plans to find an appropriate plan
for a goal or to verify a proposed causal explana-
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tion for a failure. For example, to find a plan for
removing a directory, the user executed "man -k
remove" and scanned its output. Similarly, after
the user decided that "rm" failed because "junk"
is a directory, the user executed "ls -1" to deter-
mine whether or not this hypothesis was correct.
Third, the user may be unable to fiz a failure by
repairing an existing plan. Instead, the user may
have to revise his goals or seek alternative plans.
For example, after forming an explanation for
why "rm" failed, the user specialized his goal to
removing a directory, abandoned the plan of us-
ing "rm", and tried to find a plan that achieves
thin new goal. Similarly, after forming his ex-
planation for why "rmdir" failed, the user gener-
ated an additional goal of making the directory
empty.

The bottom line is that we cannot directly
model the learning behavior of UNIX users with
case-based planning because it assumes that that
the planning process functions in large part in-
dependently from executing plans. That is, it
assumes that plans can be found, their effects
determined, their failures explained, and their
flaws repaired, all without having to execute any-
thing other than the plan that the planner has
formulated for the primary goal. Unfortunately,
this assumption does not hold for the planning
process of novice UNIX users. That process in-
stead gives rise to knowledge goals [10, 9, 16],
which are goals to acquire a particular piece of
information and which which may themselves
have to be achieved before the planning pro-
cess can continue. These knowledge goals corre-
spond directly to the questions novice users ask
about UNIX. In contrast, traditional planners
focus on action goals, which are goals to cause
some effect in the external world. Case-based
planning, in particular, does not take knowledge
goals into account, yet they are crucial for model-
ing our UNIX users. Thus, modeling users learn-
ing about UNIX requires extending case-based
planning to represent knowledge goals explicitly
and to include them as part of the planning pro-
cess.

There are three types of knowledge goals that
frequently arise with UNIX users: know-how
(what plan will achieve a particular goal?), know-

if (does or doesn’t a particular assertion hold
true?), and know-why (what is the explanation
for why a particular relationship holds?). In Fig-
ure 1, the user had know-how goals to know how
to remove a file, to know how to remove a di-
rectory, and to know how to empty a directory.
These know-how goals arise when the user has a
goal, such as removing a file, and needs to find a
plan for achieving that goal. The user had know-
if goals to know whether or not "junk" existed
after trying to remove it with "rm", to know if
"junk" was a directory, and to know whether or
not "junk" was empty. These know-if goals arise
when the user has formed an explanation and is
trying to verify whether it is correct. Finally, the
user had know-why goals to find out why "rm
junk" and "rmdir junk" resulted in the messages
they did. These know-why goals arise when the
user encounters an unexpected effect or doesn’t
encounter an expected effect after executing a
plan.

In terms of planning, knowledge goals must be
processed differently than action goals. That’s
because action goals can only be achieved
through doing external actions. For example, re-
moving a file requires executing the "rm" com-
mand. On the other hand, knowledge goals can
be achieved not only by doing specific actions,
but also by memory search or by internal reason-
ing. For example, know-how and know-if goals
can often be achieved by searching memory, and
know-why goals can often be achieved by gener-
ating and processing explanation patterns [12].
This paper suggests an architecture for a modi-
fied case-based planner that supports goal-driven
learning by treating knowledge goals as first class
citizens of the planning process.

3 Necessary Knowledge

Our model requires plans for achieving action
goals (action plans) and knowledge goals (knowl-
edge plans), descriptions of domain objects and
their attributes, and a set of generally appli-
cable explanations for unexpected plan effects.
We assume this initial knowledge closely corre-
sponding to the standard "cheat sheet" given to
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novice UNIX users. That is, it contains knowl-
edge about which goals a small set of UNIX
commands achieves, but contains no information
about peculiar effects, required enablements, or
specialized constraints on their use.

UNIX Planning Knowledge

We represent plans in a slight variant of stan-
dard planning representations [1]. Each plan
has parameters (variables instantiated within the
plan), steps (actions executed to carry out the
plan), goal effects (effects that are assumed to
occur if the plan is executed when its enable-
ments have been achieved and its constraints
hold), side effects (other states or actions that
can from result from executing this plan and the
conditions under which they occur), enablements
(states or actions that must be achieved before
the plan can achieve its goal effects), and con-
straints (subclasses of plan parameters for which
the plan fails to achieve its goal effects). Plans
begin with only their parameters, goal effects,
and necessary steps filled in. Our model acquires
detailed knowledge about their other attributes
as these plans are executed and their results are
analyzed.

In the UNIX domain, action plans differ only
slightly from knowledge plans. In particular, ac-
tion plans have steps that consist of the primi-
tive action execute-command, which represents
actually forming and giving a particular com-
mand string to UNIX. On the other hand, knowl-
edge plans usually involve first executing action
plans and then executing the primitive action
conditionally-assert, which updates the system’s
knowledge base, given that a particular condi-
tion holds true.

Figure 2 shows the representation of the plan
USE-RM-COMMAND that results after several
different experiences with using it to remove var-
ious files. This plan achieves the action goal of
removing a file and involves executing the UNIX
command "rm filename". Its representation cap-
tures several pieces of planning knowledge. First,
executing "rm" is the plan for removing a file, so
long as the file is not a directory (a constraint).
Second, "rm" requires write permission in the

file’s parent directory (an enablement). Third,
"rm" produces an error message if the file is a
directory (the constraint is violated). And fi-
nally, "rm" produces a different error message if
there’s no write permission on the directory that
contains it (the enablement wasn’t achieved).

In contrast, Figure 3 shows the representation
of the plan, CHECK-IF-DIRECTORY, which
achieves the knowledge goal of knowing whether
a particular file is a directory and which involves
executing the "Is -1" command and examining
its results. This captures the planning knowl-
edge that CHECK-IF-DIRECTORY is a plan
that achieves the goal of knowing if a particular
file is a directory. It consists of running the "Is
-1" command and then updating the knowledge
base depending on what it produces for output.
Its possible effects are either updating the knowl-
edge base to indicate that F is a directory or that
F is a file.

These plans are organized and accessed
through a standard discrimination net of
goals.[2, 4]

UNIX Objects And Actions

Our model also requires a description of the
types of UNIX objects and actions. This knowl-
edge is represented in terms of a standard classi-
fication hierarchy describing possible attributes
and the possible fillers for those attributes. The
objects include files, directories, and accounts,
and their attributes include items such as names,
locations, and contents. The actions include ac-
cessing, creating, and removing these objects.
Whenever know-how goals are achieved, the orig-
inal hierarchy is extended by adding new special-
izations of existing actions, such as adding a new
action of removing a directory as a specialization
of removing a file.

Along with this classification hierarchy, our
model contains a standard working memory con-
taining instances of these objects and actions.
These instances represent knowledge about the
current UNIX environment and are used to rep-
resent specific goals, to track the effects of exe-
cuting plans, and to achieve know-if goals with-
out having to execute additional plans. Execut-
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Parameters:
Goal Effects:
Constraints:
Enablements:
Steps:
Side Effects:

a file F
remove F
F not a directory
write permission in F’s parent directory
execute-command "rm" with F’s name
displays prompt on line after command
WHEN: remove F was achieved
displays message that F is a directory
WHEN: F is a directory
displays message that permission is denied.
WHEN: directory containin9 F isn’t writeable.

Figure 2: The representation of the plan USE-I~M-COMMAND.

Parameters:
Goal Effects:
Steps:

Side Effects:

a file F
know.if F is a directory

USE-LS-L-COMMAND
conditionally-assert F’s type based on "ls" output
know F’s type is directory
WHEN: display d at beginning of line
know F’s type is file
WHEN: display- at beginning of line

Figure 3: The representation of the plan CHECK-IF-DIttECTOttY.

ing a plan results in creating, revising, and re-
classifying these instances based on the plan’s ef-
fects and the results of achieving know-why goals
involving these effects.

General Effect Explanations

Finally, our model requires a set of domain-
independent explanations for plan effects. These
explanations are used to determine why a plan
failed or produced an unexpected effect. They
consist of a situation, aa explanation, and, if the
explanation indicates that a plan failed, a strat-
egy for overcoming this planning failure. Our
current model requires four of these explana-
tions, all of which which deal with failures caused
by problematic plan parameters. These are: the
plan fails for a particular type of parameter, the
plan fails for a particular role filler of a parame-
ter, the plan works only with a particular type of
parameter, the plan works only with a particular
parameter role filler. Each effect explanation is
intended to be general enough to apply in a va-

riety of different situations. These explanations
aid learning, because whenever an explanation
applies, its repair strategy can correct mistaken
beliefs in the knowledge base, as well as decide
how to proceed next.

Figure 4 contains the effect expla-
nation FAILS-FOK-SPECIFIC-PAI~AMETEtt-
TYPE. It explains an unexpected plan effect con-
sisting of a plan action that informs the user that
a plan parameter has a particular type. The ex-
planation is that the plan failed because it does
not work for a parameter with that type. The
repair is to generate a new goal that takes into
account this parameter’s type.

The user in Figure 1 can use this effect expla-
nation to explain why executing "rm" produced
the message "rm: junk is a directory". The ex-
planation is that "rm" didn’t remove "junk" be-
cause "junk" is a directory and "rm" can’t re-
move directories. After accepting this explana-
tion, the user updates memory to indicate that
"junk" is a directory and that "rm" has a con-
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Situation:

Explanation:

Repair:

executing an instance P’ of plan P produced effect E’
where:

P’ was executed for goal G’ and has parameters X~ ... X:
E’ is of the form: A informs X~ names object of type T
A is an action within P
P’ produced effect E’

because
P does not have effect O when X~ is an instance of type T
X~’ is an instance of type T
generate goal with Xi’ of type T
mark P as inappropriate for this goal

Figure 4: The effect explanation FAILS-FOR-SPECIFIC-PARAMETER-TYPE.

straint that the object it removes can not be a
directory. Regardless of what type the user be-
lieved "junk" was or whether the user knew "rm"
had this constraint, the repair is the same: to
try to achieve the goal of removing the directory
"junk".

These effect explanations are similar in spirit
to other knowledge structures such as explana-
tion patterns (XPs) [14, 12] and thematic organi-
zation patterns (TOPs) [2, 4]. Our effect expla-
nations differ from XPs in that XPs are specific
explanations designed to be adapted to explain
anomalous events during story understanding,
while our effect explanations are more general
explanations designed to be instantiated to ex-
plain why plans have anomalous effects. Our ef-
fect explanations differ from TOPs in that TOPs
are collections of plan repair strategies for classes
of plan failures that arise due to goal interac-
tions, while our effect explanations contain re-
pair strategies to address plan failures caused by
mistaken user beliefs about plan parameters and
applicability conditions and have repair strate-
gies that revise these beliefs and generate new
goals. Despite the differences, all of these knowl-
edge structures are complementary.

4 A Modified Case-Based
Planner

We model the process of a UNIX user trying
to achieve a goal by modifying a standard case-
based planner to explicitly generate knowledge

goals as part of the planning process, and by
adding a special component for achieving each
type of knowledge goal. Each of these compo-
nents first attempts to achieve the goal through
memory search and task-specific reasoning and,
if that fails, by then explicitly attempting to find
and execute an external action to achieve the
knowledge goal.

Figure 5 shows how QUACK models the pro-
cess of a UNIX user trying to achieve a goal G. It
begins by classifying G as either an action goal
or a knowledge goal. It then handles the two
classes of goals very differently. Action goals re-
sult in finding, executing, analyzing, and repair-
ing a plan. Knowledge goals result in searching
memory, performing goal-specific reasoning, and
possibly generating action goals to obtain the de-
sired knowledge from external sources.

Processing Action Goals

Given an action goal G, QUACK first tries to
find a plan that achieves it. To do so, it gener-
ates a knowledge goal K to know-how to achieve
G and then recursively tries to achieve K. The
outcome is either a plan for achieving G or an
indication that K can’t be achieved.

After finding a plan, QUACK executes the
plan by passing it to the EXECUTOR. It exe-
cutes an ezecute-command action by passing the
command to a UNIX simulator, which simulates
its execution, and returns a conceptual repre-
sentation of its observable results. It executes
a conditionally-assert action by simply checking
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Goal

New goal ~.~

Action? ~ ~ Knowledge?

Generate g9~1; _
kno, (how (do-(x)) 

New Plan =~plan for goal/failure indication /

ff Outcome: I ......i~ (A))
Yes

Failed

_ TYe6
_

’ /
I

O.teomll I I

,
~ Revised plan or goal

.................................. ~. ....................................... j

Figure 5: How QUACK attempts to achieve a goal.

whether the condition is known to be true or

false and making the corresponding assertion to

memory.
Once QUACK has executed a plan, it needs

to determine what happened and why. That is,
it must determine whether the plan achieved the

goal and explain any unexpected effects. This
task is done by the ANALYZER, which compares
the observed effects to the effects expected to be

observed. It generates a know-if goal for each

expected effect that wasn’t observed and a know-

why goal for each observed effect that wasn’t ex-
pected. It then tries to recursively achieve these

knowledge goals. The result is an indication that
the goal has been achieved or an explanation for

the plan failure.

The final step is to try to overcome the plan

failure. That’s the job of the REPAIRER. It takes
the ANALYZER’s explanation for the failure and
applies the repair strategy to generate a revised

goal to achieve or a revised plan to execute.

Processing Knowledge Goals

Given a knowledge goal K, QUACK sends it to a

component that depends on K’s type: know-how

goals go to the PLAN-FINDER, know-if goals go
to the FACT-FINDER, and know-why goals go to

the EXPLANATION-FINDER. Each of these com-
ponents updates the knowledge base and returns

the desired knowledge or an indication that the
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knowledge goal can not be achieved.
The PLAN-FINDER is given a goal K to know

how to achieve a particular goal G. It first
searches memory to determine whether it con-
tains a plan that achieves G. If it does, then K
has been achieved and this plan can be returned.
However, if it doesn’t, the PLAN-FINDER then
gives QUACK a goal to do some external ac-
tion to achieve K. QUACK then takes this goal
and generates a new knowledge goal to know how
to achieve it, which is then passed back to the
PLAN-FINDER. Essentially, this new knowledge
goal is to know which plan to execute to achieve
the original goal of knowing how to achieve G.
The PLAN-FINDER is always able to find some
plan for this new goal, as memory contains a de-
fault plan of asking someone for the necessary
information. But memory also contains more
specific plans for achieving more specific knowl-
edge goals. For example, from the original "cheat
sheet" it contains knowledge that the plan for the
goal of knowing how to achieve a UNiX-related
action is to execute "man -k" with the desired ac-
tion as an argument. The PLAN-FINDER returns
the most specific plan possible to QUACK, which
goes through the standard cycle of executing it,
analyzing it, and possibly repairing it.

The FACT-FINDER is given a goal to know if
some assertion A holds. It first tries to determine
whether the assertion is already known to be true
or false. This is done by searching memory for
A and its negation. If it can’t find either, it then
tries to determine whether A can be derived from
what it already knows. This is done by trying to
prove that A or its negation holds. Finally, if the
truth of the assertion is still unknown, the FACT-
FINDER generates a goal to perform an action to
find out whether that fact holds and gives this
goal to the system to achieve.

The EXPLANATION-FINDER is given a goal to
know why a plan had a particular effect. It first
searches the knowledge base for a known expla-
nation for this effect. If it can’t find an explana-
tion, it then tries to find and instantiate an ap-
plicable general explanation for the effect, and to
then provide QUACK with know-if goals to ver-
ify whether each of its premises hold. If it can’t
find an explanation or if it finds that the expla-

nation’s premises are contradicted, it provides
QUACK with a goal to perform some action to
find out why the effect occurred. Whenever it
finds a satisfactory explanation, it adds all of its
premises to knowledge base.

5 Limitations

We have implemented our model and had it par-
ticipate in a variety of scenarios involving simple
UNIX file manipulation commands. It is capable
of processing approximately half of the messages
produced by these commands in normal user use.
One implementation limitation is that it inter-
acts a simulation of UNIX and not directly with
UNIX itself. That is, our implementation cur-
rently works with conceptual representations of
command output, not the actual output text it-
self. The model itself also several significant lim-
itations.

Limited Explanatory Capabilities

Our model’s current effect explanations deal only
with descriptions of object classes and attributes.
However, many command responses describe ac-
tions that did not or could not occur (messages
such as "command not found", "cannot remove
.", and "permission denied"). Along the same
lines, our model focuses on finding an appro-
priate general explanation to apply to a spe-
cific situation, which limits it to those situa-
tions explainable by instances of its general ex-
planations. An alternative is to adapt more-
specific explanations for closely-related situa-
tions, as was done for understanding novel events
in stories [12, 5].

Limited Knowledge Goal Types

Our model currently handles only know-how,
know-if, and one class of know-why knowledge
goals. However, transcripts show that other
knowledge goals also frequently arise, such as to
know what the filler of a particular role should
be. For example, the explanation for the effect
"permission denied" is that the plan failed be-
cause there is an unfulfilled enablement of hav-
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ing %ufcient" permission to do the goal action.
This gives rise to a goal of knowing what exactly
is sufficient permission to remove a file (it turns
out to be write permission on the directory con-
taining the file).

Similarly, transcripts show other know-why
goals besides explaining an unexpected plan ef-
fect. In particular, users must often explain why
a conflict has arisen between their beliefs and
what they infer as a result of a plan’s execution.
An example is a user who executes the command
"is old", sees a file "junk" inside "old", and then
tries to "remove junk". This results in the error
message "junk not found". Using effect expla-
nations, our model assumes that this effect indi-
cates that "rm" failed to remove "junk" because
it has an unfulfilled enablement that "junk" ex-
ists. But this conflicts with the belief that "junk"
exists that arose from the previous "is". This
gives rise to goal to explain this conflict (the ex-
planation is that "is" doesn’t change to the di-
rectory it is listing) and explaining this conflict
is the key to overcoming this plan failure.

Limited Planning Capabilities

We deliberately kept our planner simple to allow
us to focus on how to integrate explicit knowl-
edge goals into the case-based planning process.
As a result, it currently assumes that it has only
a single active goal and therefore does not at-
tempt to anticipate goal conflicts before execut-
ing plans or to determine whether plan effects
affect other active goals, as does CHEF [2, 4].
Several other over simplifications are that our
planner does not consider a plan’s enablements
before executing a plan, nor does it record and
index failed or blocked goals so that they can op-
portunistically be achieved later, as does AQUA
[9] (for knowledge goals that arise during story
understanding) and TRUCKER [3], (for the ac-
tion goals that arise during planning).

Limited learning focus. Our model focuses
solely on acquiring knowledge about plan con-
straints, effects, and enablements, and about the
types and role fillers of particular instances of
known classes of objects. Transcripts of novice
UNIX users, however, show that they also ac-
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quire knowledge about object role fillers, such as
which characters are legal within a file name, and
possible ways of referring to objects, such as that
".." is another way to refer to the object that fills
the location role of the current directory.

6 Conclusions

This paper has presented a model of the goal-
driven learning process by which novice UNIX
users become UNIX experts. Essentially, it ex-
tends case-based planning to treat knowledge
goals as first-class citizens of the planning pro-
cess. In particular, we have modified the planner
to generate knowledge goals whenever it requires
new information, to provide explicit components
that process different classes of knowledge goals,
and to have a collection of specific plans for
achieving specific knowledge goals. Each compo-
nent handles knowledge goals by first finding out
if the information already exists in or can be de-
rived from the knowledge base, and if that fails,
by then generating goals to find specific plans to
achieve these knowledge goals.

Our current model has a variety of shortcom-
ings, but its planning architecture appears to be
easily extensible to handle other classes of knowl-
edge goals that arise during UNIX learning, as
well as to acquire knowledge needed to provide
advise in other plan-based domains. In partic-
ular, handling a new class of knowledge goals
requires only modifying the planner to generate
them and adding a new component to process
them. And handling a new plan-oriented do-
main requires only adding domain-specific plans
for domain-specific knowledge goals.
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